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We start with th e assumption that ind ivid ual men possess autl1entic properties distinctive of Horrw sapiem and that th eir ac tions in society alte r them in
authenticall y distinctive ways (Asch, 1952, p. 119)

n about the past two decades, psychology has been blessed by the development of two new subRelds , evolutionary and cultural psychology. Each has
provided an important perspective and corrective to what has come before.
Evolutionary psychology brings to bea r on the pheno mena of psychology one of th e
greatest scientif-ic theories of all time. lt introduces t he important idea of domain
specificity into a psychology previously dominated by general process theories,
e nriches psychological understanding witl! evoluti onary and adaptive explanations,
and places hu man behavior and mind in their natura l context. Cu ltu ral psychology
ca ll s the attention of psychology to one of the most powerfu l forces, perhaps the
most powe rful force, that shapes human beings, challenges universal principles
of psychology from a direction different from evolutionary psychology, and also
emphasizes that hum ans must be studied in context. Both bring important new
questions to the forefi·ont of psychology. We shou ld celebrate these accomplishme nts and recognize that the two toget her can do much more than either alone,
not just because each can add to our understanding but because th ere is an interaction e ffect: They can each improve the other.
Consider the following scenarios. There are important problems to be solved.
X has some of the tools to solve them, and Y has the materials to apply the tools to.
Shou ld X andY cooperate? Of course.
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In more detail , imagine two sets of researchers working within different paradigms. One group, E , has behind it a powerful , well-articulated, and detailed
theory. Because, however, (a) the events the theory refers to are primarily in the
distant past, (b) the fundamental process studied takes a long time (many generations) to show marked effec ts, and (c) the past residues (fossils) that are critical data
are particularly lacking in the topic of interest (behavior and mind), the gathering
of data and the testing and confirmation of hypotheses are extremely difficult.
The second group, C, doesn't have a really good theory, but the events it studies
are relevant to a variant of the great theory Group E works with . For the case of
the phenome na studied by C, the relevant data are ve ry accessible, occur in the
present and recent past , provide a superb record of past events, and ehange very
rapidly, in terms of months, yea rs, decades, or at most centuries. Group E has a
strength and weakness, and Group C has a complementary weakness and strength .
Given that GroupE 's theory has substantial and easy application to the phenome11a
of Group C , Group E should be elated to have a much be tter tes ting arena. Croup
C should b e delighted to be able to work from a strong theory.
Of' course, GroupE is evolutionary psychologists, and Group Cis cultural psychologists. They should love each other. Instead of fightin g over whether 10% or
90% of the va riance inhuman functions is attributable to genes or culture or what
percentage of cultural universals can be accounted for in terms of human evolution, they should be celebrating and sharing eaclt other's strengths.
The matter is simple. Cultural evo lution , broadly co nstrued, is a principal
aceount for cultural d iffe rences and cultural change. Biological evolution and
cultural evolution sh are many important co mponents: both depend essentially on
variation, transmission , and natural selection. The diHe ren ces between biological
and cultural evolution are just what allows for a much sp eeded up evolution , one
in which princip les of' natural selection , tlte core idea of evolution , ca n be seen to
be at work rampantly, rapidly, and with clear measures . The evolutionary psychologist does not have a good fossil record of behavior or 111ental events, whereas the
cultural psychologist has actual records of these events, in the form of writing for
many thousands of years, of intenti onally preserved artihtcts, and , in most recen t
times, of' photography, sound recording, and video. And with t!te speed of cultura l
evolution (look, for example, at fads in first name popularity, or the shift from
landline phones to cell phones , or the entry of television into American life), prospective data can actually be collected and de tailed archived data can be accessed .
For at least decad es, nation al random sample surveys have bee n carried out , with
data avai lable, on b eliefs and practices of individuals in many parts of the world.
This is the perfect raw material for evolutionary analysis. To add to this opportune
cooperation, the forces of biological and cultural evolution interact with each other
in recent human history.
The idea that the best arena for evolutionary theory in the domain of human
activities is culture is hardly new witfi me. Donald Campbell (1965) among others
pointed this out, and systematic: efforts to apply evolutionary ideas to culture have
been promoted and elegantly demonstrated by a number of investigators, most
notably Durham (1991), Boyd (1985), Richerson and Boyd (2005), Wilson (2002),
and Mesoudi, White n, and Laland (2004). Richerson and Boyd (2005), in Not by
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Genes Alone, did a splendid job of arguing the case both for the importance of the
principles of biological evolution in understanding cultural evolution and for the
l~1ct that cultural evolution is much more important than biological evolution in
aceounting for what has been happening in the world and mind of humans for the
past thou sands of years. (A paper by Newson , Richerson , and Boyd [2007] summarized many of the principal points in the Richerson and Boyd book.)

EVOLUTIONARY AND CULTURAL PSYCHOLOGY
All of psychology is about understanding animal and human behavior, mental
events , and the worlds in which animals and humans live. For the case of humans,
much of this world was actually made by prior humans. The goal of evolutionary
psychology is more focused than that of cultural psychology. Evolutionary psychologists are interested in a partieular type of understanding, which I have called
evolut'ional'y-adaptive explanation (Rozin & Schull, 1988). The focus of interest
is dual. First is creating the history of any particular manifestation over a time
period that extends before the lifetime of the c urrent generation and often goes
back thousands of years or more. Second is explaining contemporary b ehaviors,
mental events , or environments in terms of the adaptive (s urvi val) function that
promoted their ex istenee. These are extremely important aspects of understanding and are also difficult to acco mplish , because they involve study of times long
past, for which there is a minimal record. Cu ltural psychologists are inte reste d in a
wider va riety o l' accounts , including describing cu ltural differences and similarities
and explaining immediate and remote causes of these manifestation s. The remote
cause aceount in eultural psychology focu ses on the period between birth and
adulthood, what we can call deDelopmental explanation (Hozin & Schull , 1988).
There is also, however, a substantial iuterest in cultural psychology in explain ing
eauses that. are more remote than those within the lifet ime; that is , evolutionary as
well as clevelopment causes. And of course, function and adaptation are important
aspects of explanation in cultural psychology.
Evolutionary psychologists can harness evolutionary theory, genetics, and
extensive knowledge of nonhuman primate b ehavior and infe rred information
about early humans. It is incontrover tible that hum ans are primates and that they
have a whole set of' adaptations and features that they share with other primates,
including, of course, almost all of their genes. But it is just as obvious, at least to
me, that most of what humans do cannot be directly traced to our primate origins.
Our movies, novels, work, eating, and sociality take on very special forms that have
built on the primate base but are often very different from their primate precursors. Forks and knives and dinner parties don't have d ear forbears. So if we are
trying to explain the contemporary human condition , it seems clear to me that
most of the variation in humans involves substantial cultural acquisition, within
the lifetime. Put another way, culture and the environment (including the e ffects
of cultural evolution) explain most of the variance. But culture is , to a large extent ,
what is acquired in development and the residues of past lives as expressed in
the environment, including the institutions in the environment. The conte nts of
culture have a history, and they have evolved, by the process of cultural evolution,
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so that cu ltural evolution plays a central role in understanding culture and hence
contemporary human beings.

Evolution and Culture: Nature and Nurture
The opposition between evolutionary psychology and cultural psychology has
its parallel in the much older nature-11urture debate. Although many have commented that it is rarely natu re or nurture, the arguments continue. The nature
folks have one big advantage over the nurture folks: Th ey have classical genetic~
a nd modern molecular genetics to provide models, units, exemplars, and processes.
The nurture folks don't have a very comprehens ive and well -documented theory
of how experience works, of how the environment changes behavior. This parallels
the diffe re nce between evolutionary psychology and cultural psyclwlogy. In my
judgment, in both cases the evolution-nature folk have by far the best theory, but
the cultural-nurture folks have a w ider range of things that they can in principle
explain ; that is, they h ave most of the variance. And in many cases, what they
are studying is more susceptible to experime nt. The physical and social e nvironments have enormous influence on indivi duals, but we don't h ave a great theory to
e ncompass this. What we must remember is that one can separate the quality of
theory from the range of domains on \"hich it is applicable. Whatever one's position
on the relative importa nce of nature and nurture (and our irresistible urge to make
claims in terms of explaining variance, etc.), it is surely true that the range or phenomena explainable by nurture, "divided by" the quality of our theoretical models,
is ~~mu ch smaller number lor nature tban lor nurture. lf one wishes to work o nly
where there is most light (explanatory power), we all have the option of physics,
but we must keep an eye on the type of phenomena we are trying to explain . So
nature (e.g. , behavior genetics) and evolutionary psychology botl1 share imporh111t
theoretical material and mech anisms and probably can acco unt fo r much less than
half of what we try to understand in psychology. Nurture theo rists and cultural
psychologists don't have very elegant or comprehensive theories (what are powerfu l theories of the way the environment affects us: some principles of learning,
ideas about social influence?), but they have most of the phenomena.
What is special about the evolutionary and cu ltu ral psychology distin ction is
that, un li ke nature and nurture, t he evolutiona ry principles a re powerfully important in explaining much of what cultural psychologists are interested in . Cu ltural
evolution is powerful.

Predispositions, Constraints, and Defaults
Both biological and cultural evolution, and human function as well , are mokled
to a large degree by predispositions and constraints. Refl exes account for little
interesting human func tion. Evolution often ac ts by inclining an organism to perform in a certain way (pre dispositions) or excluding certain options (constraints).
This is clearly the case for the laws of learning, as, for example, the predi sp osition
to associate tas tes with certain gastrointestinal events. Similarly, cultures operate primarily through predispositions and constraints. Most people are capable of

understanding how another culture looks at the world, but it is not their inclination
to do so, because of socialization. I have identifie d this in terms of cultures operating by promoting default ways of looking at the world (Hozin, 2003).
One of the big default differences highlighted in cultural psychology is the difference between focusing on harmony and focusing on agency or vale nce. Thus, in
a study originally done by Menon and Shweder (1997) and expanded by me (Hozin,
2003), Americans and Asian Indians were asked what does not belong of the three
terms: anger, sha·me, happiness. Almost all Americans say happiness, b ecause it
alone is positive. Indians are inclined to say anger, because, as they explain, shame
and happiness are socially constructive anJ anger is socially destructive. This is
a first parsing on these terms. People in either culture can unde rstand the other
culture's default parsing of these terms, once it is explained to them. They just don't
tend to think that way. The first parsing an individual makes of something is very
important, because the usual process of thi nking proceeds from that first default
rather than from considering alternative framings.

APPLYING BIOLOGICAL EVOLUTION TO THE STUDY
OF CULTURE AND CULTURAL EVOLUTION
In this section , I consider some of the basic ideas in biological evolution and how
they apply to the study of cultural psychology and, to some degree, psychology in
general. H.icherson and Boyd (2005) made the most articulated and systematic
attempt I know of to show how we can turn principles of evolutionary psychology
into tl1e understandi ng of culture on its own terms . Population th inking, central to
thinking about evolution , can certai nly be applied to cultures and cultural change.
For example, the S-shaped curve describing the growth of an adaptive new variant, in biology or culture (Girifalco, 1991; see also Figure 2.1), has the same mathe matical properties because of the way natura l selection works and the way that
transmission occurs. The 1nternet can speed up this process enormously, but the S
shape remains, with slow adoption at the beginning and end of the penetration of
a new variant and faster adoption in the middle p e riod.
The three essentials of biologica l evolution-variation, transmission , and natural selection-will now each be examined with respect to t heir relevance to cu ltural evolution (see Mesoudi et al., 2004, for a similar set of arguments).

Variation
Darwinian evolution depends on variation. 'vVithout it, natural selection cannot
operate. Heritable variation occurs random ly, principally through mutation a nd
recombination in the biological world. But in the cultural world, variants are inte ntionally produced. One does not have to wait until a harder material can accidentally be flaked to produce an arrowhead; one can actively look for a harde r material
and a way to shape it. We do not have to wait for cars to get gradually bigger so that
they can haul tree trunks; we can des ign a bigger car. We don't have to wait for the
highly improbable merging of a calculator and a typewriter; we can just do it when
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Figure 2.1 Percentage of households adopting black-and-white and color televisions in
the United States between 1940 ancll990 (from Gi rifalco, 1991).
we get the idea and get a computer. If the path to an adaptive new variant involves
going through a malfunctioning ph ase, it is fatal in biological evolution, but human
persistence can keep this process going until success is ac hieved. There are fi ve big
advantages in the domain of variati~:m for the cultural evolutionist: One, there are
many more vari ants; two, we have a clear record of the m; three, cultural variants
can be intentionally produced ; fourth , as a result of three, cultu ra l forces allow for
the evolution of an adaptation that has to pass through a maladapti ve transitional
stage; and fifth , groups of people over generations can be involved cumulatively in
the production of variants.

Transmission
There are understandable arguments about both the units of transmission and the
process of transmission in cultura l evolution. The clarity of the genetic unit and
genetic assortment is not carried over into cultural evolution. One can, however,
understand a process without understanding what the unit is. The best example is
Darwin's theory of evolution , expressed in a rich form without knowledge of the
units of inheritance (or even that there was a genotype). Dawkins (1976) provocatively suggested the ··me me," and arguments abound as to whether this is the only
or even an appropriate unit. But what is critical is the process of transmission, as
opposed to the unit. Here, those few interested in cultural evolution have ample
models, some originating from research in social psychology. There are two types

of questions about transmission: The first is the source of transmission, and the
second is the process through which transmission occurs.
As to source, Cavalli-Sforza, Feldman, Chen , and Dornbusch (1982) indicated
three pathways: vertical (transgenerational, typically parent-child), horizontal (siblings and peers), and oblique (usually one to many, as by teachers or the me dia).
Vertical transmission allows for both genetically determined and acquired fe atures.
Somewhat surprisingly, parent-(adult) child rese mblance for preferences (e.g. , for
food or music), which incorporates both genetic and early experience influe nces, is
low (averaging about ·r = .15; Rozin, 1991). Thus, it appears mos t variation in preferences comes via horizontal or oblique sources. Moral positions (e.g., religion, rnoral
attitudes) show a higher parent-chikl correlation (Rozin , 1991).
The transmission process for cultural evolution is actually a set of processes.
Hicherson and Boyd (2005) presenteJ a useful taxonomy (see also Newson e t al. ,
2007). Transfer of information for nonhumans and ancestral humans can occur
by observation and by imitation. Explicit teaching seems to be a uniquely human
ac tivity. Information transfer in humans was massively in creased by a number of
uniquely human adaptations or inventions: first language, then narrative, then
writing, then photography and video, and now the Internet. A new variant can
broadcast to half of the world in hours through personal chain messages or news
services on the Internet. Written language and the newer visual and digital media
provide a highly accurate means of transmission . People are influenced by no rms,
and hence the more frequent a variant is, the more likely it is to be adopte d. This
dynamic generates the ubiquitous S-shapeJ curve, a feature of transmission and
natural selection, in biological evolution and cultural evolution, well illustrate d by
the acceptance of innovations and new technologies (Girifa lco, 1991). Fig ure 2.1
dramatically displays the rapid S-shaped spread and adoption of both black-andwhite and color televisions in the United States. In both cases, the innovation went
from being uncommon to very common over about a decade .
The c u~tura l tra nsmission process centrally involves psychology and communication. In fact, an arg um ent can be made that given human cognition and motivations, interpersonal interactions and communication, and diffe rences in ecology
and geography across the earth , culture (and c ulture diffe rences) is virtually an
inevitable by-product (Conway & Schaller, 2007). As Conway and Schaller phrase
it, "Communication is necessary for culture," a nd, "Communication is sufficient
for culture." Imitation and teaching are deeply psychological processes. The fitness
of variants , that is , their success in be ing communicated and transmitted , d ep ends
on both their utility and their "communicability." Recent work (e.g., He ath, Bell,
& Sternberg, 2001; Schaller, Conway, & Tanchuk, 2002; summarized in Conway
& Schaller, 2007) has emphasized the psychological variables, such as memorability, attention-getting potential, social "intere st" (attracting commentary), and
emotionality, that help to propel a variant into a cultural norm.

Natural Selection
Natural selection is the key concept in biological evolution, perhaps the most powerful process at work in the living world (Dennett, 1995). It follows incontrovertibly
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from variation and transmission. It is deeply the same process in biological evolution, cultural evolution , capitalism, and instrumental learning. Lamarck's powerful
but incorrect idea about biological transmission of learned acq uisitions across generations may have proved untrue, but it is the core of the process of transmission
in cu ltural evolution, and it accounts, along with media such as language, writing,
visual media, and digital meJia, for the cumulative nature of the expansion of wltures. In addition to Lamarck's idea, a powerful form of group selection is at work
in cu ltural evolution. The idea of group selection has bee n controversial in biological evolution, although itis now resurfacing in biological evolution (Wilson, 2002).
The re is no doubt, however, that "group selection" operates forcefully at the level
of small or large human groups (Richerson & Boyd, 2005; Wilson , 2002).
Inclusive fitness , the coin of the realm for biological evolution, is often replaced
by othe r selection criteria as a result of social consensus; money, influe nce, power,
and prestige can come to dominate procreation in cultural evolution. The low birth
rates in the wealthiest countries in the world are ample indicators of this.
What we have, then , in cultural evolution is a rapidly accelerated and expanded
version of biological evolution . Intentional variations bridging local minima, rapid
and worldwide transmission, and culturally induced strong selection pressures can
collapse millennia of biological evolution into years, as shown in Figure 2.1. The
power of the principles of evolution is apparent to all in moJern developed cultures, as we see the rapid advances of technology. They are so rapid that there is
now a major form of vertical transmission from child to parent, as the youngsters
help their parents and grandparents navigate the Internet, maste r the ir new video
recorders a nd cameras , and digitally manage their finan ces. A particu lar feature of
biological evolution that blossoms in cultural evolution is preadaptation .

Preadaptation: important in Siological Evolution,
Much /Vlore important in Cultural Evolution
Preadaptation , the use of an entity that evolved for one purpose in anot her context or system , is a major feature of biological evolution (Bock, 1959; Mayr, 1960;
renamed exaptation by Gould & Vrba, 1982). Mayr (1960) identified preadaptation
(as opposed to mutation) as the principal source of major changes in evolution. The
most familiar example in vertebrate evolution is the conversion of a jaw art iculation in fish into the middle ear bones of the mammalian ear. In some cases, such
as the middle ear bones, the original adaptation is disasse mbled. In other cases,
such as the use of the mouth (evolved for eating and breathing), including the
tee th and tongue, lor expression of lang uage in humans, the original function is
maintained. There are many specific adaptations that wou ld be adaptive in new
contexts. Example include the first synapses or neurons (presumably tied to a specific narrow function), lateral inhibition, neural circu its that instantiate diurnal
and other rhythms, initially localized neurotransmitters, principles of association
(presumably initially evolved in a specific context such as avoiding aversive stimuli
or approach ing food ), chunking in memory, and so on. The problem in biological
evolution is creating eithe r a duplication of a circuit or a connection into an existing
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circuit so that a new module could access an adaptive specialization or module
(Rozin, 1976). Even with this enormous problem challenging either the organization of the genome itself and/or the major constraints in development of the nervous system, preadaptation is a very important aspect in biological evolution.
In cultural evolution , the constraints tliat limit pre adaptation in biological evolution are relaxed or even eliminated. An individual human being <.:an see the value
of an existing syste m (whether biologically programmed or socialized through culture) in a new domain and just apply it. Great inve ntions such as writing and the
wheel spread rapidly and widely to many aspects of human life by the process of
cultural preadaptation. Preadaptation is a major feature of cultural evolution.

Preadaptation and Virtues and Shortcomings of Carrying Mainline
Psychology Over to Evolutionary and Cultural Psychology
There is a special case of preadaptation that applies to the development and evolution of the fields of psychology and its two new offspring, evolutionary an d cultural
psychology. The model of natural science, developed in the physical scie nces, was
preadapted for resea rch in biology and psychology. The interplay of theory anJ
data, the idea of testing theories, the idea of careful anJ objective measurement,
and the idea of an experiment a ll atlaptively direct research in the historically
new areas of the behavioral sciences. These invaluable features of science were
imported into psychology in the first half of the 19th century, a nd in the past 20
or so years, they have been transferred from mainline psychology to two of its
newest offspring, evolutionary and cultural psychology. But, as I lwve p ointed out
elsewhere (Rozin, 2001), psychology bas adopted only some of the basic features of
natural science, and it is only these that have been transferred to c ultural psychology and, to a lesser extent, e volutionary psychology.
Progress in physkal and biological science, with the scienti fie me thod, was
ge nerally preceded by careful desc ription of the phenomena of' inte rest. This
description often took the form of describing fun c tional relations (as between
the volu me of a gas and its temperature), and, of course, fo r Darwin it involved
careful description of different species in their natural e nvironments. This piece
of' basic science has been e ndowed with negative prestige in modern psychology.
Experiment should follow carefu l description in natural settings, and d escription
of major fun ctional relationships. This is particularly clear not on ly in the developme nt of the psychology of learning in the behavioristic tradition but also in modern
social psychology. As Solomon Asch , the seminal figure of the 20th century in
social psychology, noted ,

lf there must be principles of scientific method, the n surely the first to claim
our attention is that one should describe phenomena faithfully and allow them
to guide the choice of problems and procedures. If social psychology is to make
a contribution to human knowledge, if it is to do more than add footnotes to
ideas developed in other fields, it must look freely at its phenomena and examine its foundations. (Asch, 1952, p. xv)
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Cultural anthropologists have done some of this work for cultural psychologists ,
in their ethnographies, but these get little attention. Also, the focus of cultural psychology, like the social and cognitive psychology it derives from, has been mental
events and has drifte d away from behavior (Baumeister, Vohs, & Funder, 2007 ).
Ethnographies have been more behavioral in character. Frurn my perspective, cultural psychology should pay much more attention to behavior, environme nts, aud
institution s and not make the same mistakes made by social psychology. Mental
and more extended behavioral ethnographies deserve high priority and respect. It
is nice to test an idea with sophistication , but it is at least as important that the idea
being tested manifes ts itselfin important contexts in real-world settings .

DIFFERENT DOMAINS AND DIFFERENT ROLES FOR
CULTURE AND EVOLUTION: FOOD VERSUS SEX
I have focused on the way that evolutionary thinking can be applied to a major
issue in cultural psychology, and that is cultural evolution . There are other areas of
interaction. One, of course, has to do with cultural and biological cultural coevolution (e.g. , Durham, 1991). A second is the idea of domain specificity, which entered
late iuto psychology (e.g., Fodor, 1983; Hoziu, 1876; Roziu & Kalat, 1971). lt has
been embraced by evolutionary psychology, because it seems to be generally characteristic of the way thiugs have evolved (e.g., Tooby & Cosm icles, 1982). That is ,
evolution is likely to begin with adaptation to a specific proble m. Although this is
sometimes taken to mean that everything is domain specific aud modular, the re
is 110 reason to believe such a strong claim, but a weaker version surely holds . An
adaptation (presumably via preadaptati on but possibly by independent reinvention)
can go from b eing very domai n limited to available in som e domains to geuerally
available and even consciously statord (Rozin , 1976).
The domain s of life such as sleeping, eating and food, work, sex, sociality, leisure
ac tivities (e.g., the arts, sports), and religion correspond to the fo cus of description of
a species in zoology and of cultures in cultural anthropology. However, they receive
almost no attention in social psychology (Rozin , 2006), and this feature of social
psychology has been transferred to a large degree to cultural psychology. Cultural
psychology is organized like social psychology, in terms of psychological processes.
In this secti on , I propose to indicate how important domains are in both evolutionary and cultural psychology, by contrasting two tnajur Jomains, sex and f'ood.
Without sex, that is, sexual reproduction , there is no evolution in most species.
Without food , there is no opportunity to grow to at1 age iu which sexual reproduction is possible. Sex and food are essentials in evolutiou , in species survival. Most
evolutionary biologists would agree that food , as opposed to sex, is the major force
in directing evolutionary change. The reason is that finding, selecting, and capturing food make great demands on a species. It is probably true that the most useful
single piece of information about an unknown species, other than its taxonomic
status, is what it eats. Sensory sys tems, motor skills, and many other features of
the organism are largely dictated by feeding. Basic changes in food selection and
food availability (most notably the development of agriculture and domestication )
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are foundational in understanding human cultural evolution (Diamond, 1996). The
reason for this dominance of food over sex, especially for human evolution, is that
food identification, for a generalist animal, is an extraordinarily difficult problem.
Food selection in generalists such as humans is what Mayr (1974) called an open
system, a syste m underdetermincd by genetic adaptations. This underde tennination results in part because of the enormous variety of forms that nutrients can be
packaged in and, simultaneously, the enormous variety of forms that toxins can
be packaged in. Mate choice, in contrast, is a much more circumscribed activity,
under more genetic control. It is what Mayr (1960) called a closed system.
Evolutionary psychology has paid more attention to sex and mate selection than
any other domain of life. The degree of attention to sex is clear in The Handbook
of Evolutionary Psychology (Buss, 2005 ), which has six chapters about mating and
none about food. Why? The sex bias in evolutionary psychology is understandable,
because the primate origins of human sexual behavior are much more direct than
the primate origins of human eating. Chimpanzee and human mating are a lot
more similar than chimpanzee and human eating.
The understandable focus of evolutionary psychology on sex should be paralleled by a major focus on food in cultural psychology, but it is not. Th ere is one
chapter on food , by me, in the new Handbook of Cultural Psychology (Kitayama &
Cohen, 2007), and this is because of my intervention with the editors to allow me
to write such a chapter (they obviously agreed). Briefly, I would like to explain why
human relations to {ood are central to humar1 biological and cultural evolution and
coevolution (see Rozin, 2007).
With humans , esp ecially in the approximately 10,000 years since the appearance
of agriculture and domestication, food has been transform ed from just nutrition
and pleasure. Kass (1994) beautifully described this transformation , in European
history. Food has become a major mark of civilization, of the distinction b etween
hum ans and other animals. A simple indication of this is the separation of the verb
to eat in German into eating by nonhuman animals lfressen) and eating by humans
(essen ). In much of the wo rld, we eat at a table, facing each other, using im plernents,
and we eat something that for the most part has been vastly transforme d by culin ary processes from its natural state. We are atTended by the sight of food being
masticated in the mouth, yet the civilized human looks right at his or h er eating
partner while that partner is putting food in his or her mouth and chewing it. And
whi le doing this, we talk to each through the same hole, without displaying the
food within (Kass, 1984)-an example of motor virtuosity and high civilization .
In the developed world, the amount spent on food (between 9% and 2.0% of
total iucome; this contrasts with about 50% for the majority of humanity) is much
more than would be necessary to obtain adequate sustenance. By a process of
preadaptation, food and eating have adopted many functions besides the original
functions of nutrition and oral pleasure. First, food is a source of aesthetic experience, an art form , as in enjoying cuisine and eating out in fancy restaurants.
Second, food is a major social instrument, when used as a gift (e.g., on Valentine's
Day), as a center of celebrations (e.g., the turkey on Thanksgiving), as a statement
of ethnic identity and status, and, most critically, as the frame that much of our
social int~raction occurs within . The sociality of eating (conviviality) is one of the
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few things that still brings the American f~tmily together on a Jaily basis. The social
functions of food are universal and perhaps less obvious in American culture.
Third, food, because it is intimately involved with (incorporated into) the self
and because, by its nature, involves killing life, is fraught with moral significance.
In recent American culture, acts such as eating meat or smoking cigarettes have
come to be viewed with moral suspicion. In Hi11du India, food is an explicitly
moral entity, a statement about and a vehicle for rna11ipulating one's moral purity
(Appadurai, 1981). The aesthetic, social, and moral functio11s of food can all be
conceived as preadapted on th e basic in corporative , nutritional function of food.
Fourth, food is one of the m <~or sources of metaphors, as whe n we describe someone as "bitter" or "sweet" or when we say we are going to get to the "meat" of the
argument. Metaphor is quintessentially a preadaptation , the use of a word originally adapted to the food context for explaining or illustrating something e lse.
The changes in our fooJ world have almost backgrounded th e fundam e ntal
nutritional role of food. Indeed , an observer of American culture could almost
reasonably conclude that eatin g is a nutritionally maladaptive activity! We have
relatively few genetic adaptations to negotiate our complex ancestral food world,
but two of them are innate preferences for sweet tastes (well Jocum e uted ; e.g.,
Steiner, 1979) and f~1tty tex tures (not well documented but probably true). Both
are indicators of available ca lories. ln the modern Jevelopeu vvorld, most particularly the United States, ca lories a re treated primarily as a threat to health rather
than as a necessity. Our urge for sweets and f~1ts works against our longevity, however adaptive it was in our ancestral e nvironme nt. So in the mode rn develope J
world, some of our ancestral adaptations work against us. Cu ltural and technological advances have allowed us to create abundant and cheap superfoods. Tl1cse
advances were motivated by our biological predispositions and now have taken on
a life of their own. Food is an area that has offered the most striking examples of
biological-cultural coevolution (e.g., lactose intolerance; Simuons, 1969, 1970), but
the biological evolution just can't keep up with the rate of change of our food world.
So although we continue to !tave sex primarily in th e canonical way, our eating has
b een transformed in its latest instantiation to the consumption of foams and gels
in El Bulli , th e ultimate in establishing one's food status. Evolutionary adaptations,
basically oriented to have us eat (rath er than be restrained ±i·om eating) and to seek
high-calorie foods , are now at the center of understanding humans and food in the
developed world, but as maladaptive features.

EPILOGUE
It is time for evolutionary and cultural psychologists to work together and to focu s
together on how humans function , behaviorally and mentally, in the major domains
of life. Evolutionary psychology can be a theoretical foundation for cultural psychology; culture can be the fruit fly for evolutionary psycbology as it appl ies to
cultural evolution.

TOWARDS A CULTURAL/EVOLUTIONARY PSYCHOLOGY
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